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Abstract

The Denial-of-Service (DoS) attack is a challenging problem in the current Internet. Many schemes have been proposed to trace spoofed
(forged) attack packets back to their sources. Among them, hop-by-hop schemes are less vulnerable to router compromise than packet marking
schemes, but they require accurate attack signatures, high storage or bandwidth overhead, and cooperation of many ISPs.

In this paper, we propose honeypot back-propagation, an efficient hop-by-hop traceback mechanism, in which accurate attack signatures are
obtained by a novel leverage of the roaming honeypots scheme. The reception of attack packets by a roaming honeypot (a decoy machine
camouflaged within a server pool) triggers the activation of a tree of honeypot sessions rooted at the honeypot under attack toward attack
sources. The tree is formed hierarchically, first at Autonomous system (AS) level and then at router level. Honeypot back-propagation supports
incremental deployment by providing incentives for ISPs even with partial deployment.

Against low-rate attackers, most traceback schemes would take a long time to collect the needed number of packets. To address this problem,
we also propose progressive back-propagation to handle low-rate attacks, such as on-off attacks with short bursts. Analytical and simulation
results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed schemes under a variety of DDoS attack scenarios.
© 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The Internet has witnessed a proliferation of services, some
are publicly accessible, such as google.com and DNS, whereas
others, such as subscription-based services, are private to
specific user communities. Meanwhile, Distributed Denial-
of-Service (DDoS) attacks continue to pose a real threat to
Internet services [5–7], and the arsenal of DDoS attackers is
full of different mechanisms [28]. For instance, certain fields
of attack packets may be spoofed, or forged, to complicate
detection and isolation or to hide attack sources.

The focus of this paper is on defending private services
against DDoS attacks employing source-address spoofing. In
private services, legitimate clients are either known a priori,
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such as in telecommuting to an enterprise network, or they
subscribe to the private service to acquire access to the network.
In either scenario, legitimate clients should be able to access
the service from anywhere in the Internet [17].

Many schemes have been proposed to defend against
source-address spoofing [13,27,38,2,43,31,32,11,3,50,41,26].
Spoofing prevention methods [13,32,3] may interfere with
the operation of some Internet protocols, such as mobile IP
[33], that utilize spoofing “legitimately”. Traceback schemes
[38,2,43,31,11,50,41,26] identify the real sources of spoofed
attack packets. However, they require an accurate identification
of attack packets, and a complete defense would need to take
an action against the attack sources, to stop them for instance.
The Pushback mechanism automatically takes such an action
by enforcing aggregate-based congestion control (ACC). With-
out accurate attack signatures, however, some attack scenarios,
such as highly dispersed DDoS attacks, cause Pushback to
collaterally damage legitimate traffic [27].
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Honeypots are a promising approach for obtaining accurate
attack signatures. They can be physical or virtual machines
and have been successfully used to detect worm signatures
[35,25,44]. The Roaming honeypots scheme camouflages hon-
eypot locations within a pool of server replicas by randomly
designating a set of servers to be active over a period of time
and using the remaining servers as honeypots [21]. In other
words, each server in the pool, in coordination with legitimate
clients and remaining peer replicas, assumes the role of a hon-
eypot for specific intervals of time. Roaming makes it difficult
for attackers to identify active servers, thereby causing them to
be trapped in the honeypots.

In this paper, we propose honeypot back-propagation, a hi-
erarchical traceback scheme, which effectively traces back to
and stops sources of attack streams without significant impact
on the performance of legitimate traffic streams. It achieves
these properties by combining the effectiveness of the Push-
back mechanism for tracing back and controlling attack traf-
fic, and the ability of the roaming honeypots to accurately and
promptly detect attack signatures.

The main idea of the proposed scheme is that when a roaming
honeypot receives packets, it initiates a traceback process by
alerting autonomous systems (ASs) across the path(s) towards
attack sources. The alert triggers an AS-level input-debugging-
like [45] process on traffic destined for the honeypot, and fur-
ther propagates honeypot activations upstream towards attack
sources. Moreover, within each AS, attack hosts are identified
and filtering rules are installed to block their network access.
The ability of honeypot back-propagation to accurately distin-
guish attack packets from legitimate ones enables this aggres-
sive action, as opposed to rate limiting, against attack traffic
without penalizing legitimate traffic.

When a very large number of hosts participate in a DDoS
attack, widespread deployment and cooperation among ISPs
are required for traceback to be effective. Honeypot back-
propagation provides a high payoff in this regard. First, it
uses accurate attack signatures, and thus, reduces collateral
damage. Second, it helps ISPs to accurately locate compro-
mised hosts on their networks. This information is helpful, be-
cause these hosts may be involved in spreading viruses and
spam to other hosts within the ISP. Third, incremental ben-
efits are possible with partial deployment of honeypot back-
propagation, because network messages involved in the scheme
can be piggybacked on BGP messages to traverse legacy net-
works. Another implication of an attack launched from a large
number of machines is that the attack rate per machine can
be reduced while achieving the same damage. We address
low-rate attacks by a progressive honeypot back-propagation
scheme.

We evaluated our schemes analytically and using ns-2 [47]
simulations. The analytical model estimates the average time
to reach and stop an attacker, while the simulations study the
effect of different attack parameters on the effectiveness of the
scheme. The results show that attacks can be stopped within
seconds under many scenarios.

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. In the next sec-
tion we review some of the related DDoS defenses. Section

3 presents service and attack models. For completeness, we
describe the roaming honeypots framework, on which we
build honeypot back-propagation, in Section 4. Section 5 de-
scribes the hierarchical honeypot back-propagation scheme
with inter-AS and intra-AS components and discusses some
design issues. We present the progressive back-propagation
scheme to handle low-rate attacks in Section 6. In Section 7,
we present the analytical models, and in Section 8, we describe
our simulation models and results. Section 9 concludes the
paper.

2. Related work

Many schemes have been proposed to address the source-
address spoofing problem in the Internet. The approaches
behind these schemes can be classified into prevention
[13,16,32,3,8,48,23], traceback [38,2,43,31,11,50,41,26,45,4,
36,30,27], and mitigation [17,34,51].

Spoofing prevention: In the context of private services that
we consider in this paper, IPsec [16] is a potential defense
alternative. However, IPsec is not available everywhere and its
performance overhead can be prohibitive [17]. Ingress filtering
[13], SPM [3], and DPF [32] interfere with the operation of
Internet protocols, such as mobile IP [33], which use spoofing
“legitimately”. IP puzzles represent a promising direction in
suppressing DDoS attacks [8,48]. Optimal tuning of puzzle
difficulty remains, however, an open problem. The Mohonk, or
mobile honeypots, scheme propagates unused addresses using
BGP options [23], so that (spoofed) packets with matching
source addresses can be safely dropped. Our scheme makes it
difficult for attackers to discover and avoid sending traffic to
unused addresses.

Traceback: We classify traceback schemes into packet mark-
ing schemes and hop-by-hop schemes. Packet marking schemes
(e.g., [38,43,31,11,50,30]) construct attack paths locally at the
victim by collecting markings stamped into packets by interme-
diate routers. However, these schemes are vulnerable to com-
promised routers, which can inject forged markings to increase
the number of false positives [43]. Authentication schemes have
been proposed to solve this problem [43], but they require high
computational overhead at the routers and high storage over-
head at the victims to maintain router keys.

Hop-by-hop traceback: The basic idea of hop-by-hop
schemes is that traceback starts at the router next to the at-
tack victim, where neighboring routers upstream on the attack
paths are identified using a signature of attack packets. This
process continues until the attack machines are reached. Cen-
terTrack uses an overlay network to determine ingress points
of attack traffic into a network cloud (an AS for instance)
[45], and controlled flooding injects packet floods into the
network and detects attack paths based on traffic perturbations
[4]. Pushback provides an automation of this process, whereby
aggregate-based rate-limiting filters are propagated upstream
from congested routers [15]. Both detection of misbehaving
aggregates and assignment of rate limits are done using the
ACC mechanism [27]. At each Pushback-enabled router, the
rate limit of an aggregate is shared in a max–min fairness
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fashion among input ports on which traffic matching the ag-
gregate signature is received. To estimate the arrival rate of
each input port, a feature similar to input debugging is used
to map each packet at the output queue to its corresponding
input port. Pushback accepts misbehaving aggregate signatures
through special request messages. Honeypot back-propagation
scheme can be viewed as a realization of this feature; when
a server takes the role of a honeypot, the server’s destination
address defines the malicious aggregate.

Hop-by-hop schemes are less vulnerable to false positives
caused by compromised routers; if a compromised router drives
the traceback process into an upstream router not on the attack
path, traceback will stop at that router because the attack signa-
ture will not be matched by any packets. Hop-by-hop schemes,
however, require the identification of an accurate attack signa-
ture, that is, one that leads only to attack sources and remains
unchanged until the attack sources are reached. An exception
is the single-packet traceback scheme [41,26], which can use a
single attack packet as the signature. However, it requires high
storage overhead at routers or high bandwidth overhead. Hop-
by-hop schemes require cooperation of many ISPs as well. Our
honeypot back-propagation is an efficient hop-by-hop scheme
that extracts accurate attack signatures and provides deploy-
ment incentives for ISPs.

Against a large number of low-rate attackers launching an
on–off attack with short bursts [24], most traceback schemes
take a long time to collect the number of packets needed to
construct each attack path, and they produce a large number of
false positives. To address this limitation, we present a progres-
sive scheme that can trace back to low-rate attackers within a
reasonable time and with a low false positive rate.

Mitigation: The SOS architecture [17] tackles the same prob-
lem as ours: DoS attack in the context of a private service
with predetermined clients. However, the latency caused by
the hash-based routing in SOS can be up to 10 times the di-
rect communication latency [17]. Our work aims at providing
a more efficient solution by avoiding hash-based routing and
by taking actions only when attacks occur. Traceback infor-
mation can be used for filtering at the victim. For instance,
StackPi is a deterministic packet marking scheme that allows
the victim to locally filter attack packets based on the mark field
[34]. However, the scheme’s accuracy, in terms of false posi-
tive and false negative rates, deteriorates with a large number
of dispersed attackers, and the scheme is vulnerable to com-
promised routers. Level-k max–min fairness [51] addresses the
drawbacks of the hop-by-hop application of max–min fairness
in Pushback, which can severely punish legitimate traffic shar-
ing aggregate signatures with misbehaving traffic (see Section
8.4.1). However, it is still ineffective against highly dispersed
attackers.

3. The spoofing DDoS attack

We consider a private service deployed over a pool of repli-
cated servers as depicted in Fig. 1, whereby legitimate clients
are either known a priori or acquire access to the service through

Autonomous

System

Legitimate
Clients

Attackers

Servers

Edge Router

Fig. 1. The service is provided by a pool of replicated servers. Legitimate
clients access the servers from anywhere in the Internet. Attackers send
spoofed attack traffic to the servers.

on-line subscription. Legitimate clients should be able to access
the service from anywhere in the Internet.

A variety of attacks can be staged against the private service.
In this study, we assume that attacks can be launched from a
number of attack hosts, or zombies, by sending spoofed packets
destined for the servers. 1 The attack may result in the follow-
ing: (1) blocking of legitimate connection requests from reach-
ing the servers and (2) degrading the throughput of both TCP
flows from servers to clients as well as data flows from clients
into servers. For example, if TCP ACK packets from clients to
servers get dropped due to the attack, the throughput of TCP
flows is degraded.

4. Roaming honeypots background

The proactive server roaming scheme has been proposed in
[19], where a prototype of the scheme is evaluated, and has
been studied through simulation in [37]. The roaming honey-
pots scheme leverages proactive server roaming to camouflage
honeypot locations within a pool of servers, so as to make it
difficult for attackers to direct their traffic away from the hon-
eypots and to avoid detection [21]. The scheme allows for k
out of N servers to be concurrently active, whereas the remain-
ing N − k act as honeypots. The locations of the current active
servers, and, thus, the honeypots, are changed according to a
pseudo-random schedule shared among the servers and legit-

1 We assume that legitimate clients are not compromised.
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imate clients. Therefore, legitimate clients always send their
service requests to active servers, whereas attack requests may
reach the honeypots. The source address of any request that
hits a honeypot is blacklisted, so that all future requests from
this source are subsequently dropped. The source address is not
blacklisted unless a full handshake is recorded to ensure that it
is not spoofed.

The pseudo-random schedule divides time into epochs,
whereby at the end of each epoch, the set of active servers
changes. A long hash chain is generated using a one-way
hash function, and used in a backward fashion. The last key
in the chain, Kn, is randomly generated and each key, Ki

(0 < i < n), in the chain is computed as H(Ki+1) and used to
determine the active servers during epoch i. Upon subscription
to the service, each legitimate client is assigned a roaming key,
Kt from the hash chain, with a varying value of t according
to each client’s trust level and/or other policies. Kt acts as
a time-based token, whereby it allows the client to track the
service up to and including epoch t. Clients also receive the
list of servers. When subscription expires, that is, the current
service epoch exceeds t, the client may contact the subscription
service to acquire a new key.

Roaming honeypots require loose clock synchronization of
servers and legitimate clients. That is, the clock shift among
system components is bounded by a constant, �. To maintain
loose clock synchronization, clients synchronize their clocks
with servers at each service request. However, if a client remains
inactive for a long period of time, it contacts the subscription
service for resynchronization. At the server side, each service
epoch starts earlier by � at the new servers and ends later by
� + � at the active servers of the previous epoch, where � is
estimated communication delay from clients to servers.

When server switching occurs in the middle of a connec-
tion, the connection is migrated to another active server where
it is resumed. Roaming honeypots adopts an approach simi-
lar to [46,40], whereby each active server periodically check-
points per-connection state of current connections and sends
the checkpoints to the corresponding clients. Clients send the
checkpoints to the new servers to resume their connections.
More details can be found in [21,22].

Different deployment approaches have been proposed to im-
plement roaming honeypots [22]. In one approach, clients are
responsible for tracking epoch lengths and active servers across
service epochs. Another approach makes the roaming honey-
pots scheme transparent to clients by employing an intermedi-
ate proxy network. In this paper, we assume the first deploy-
ment approach because of its simplicity.

5. Honeypot back-propagation

Our honeypot back-propagation extends the roaming honey-
pots scheme to defend against source-address spoofing DDoS
attacks. As described in the previous section, servers alternate
between providing service and acting as honeypots according
to a shared pseudo-random schedule [21]. Each server S en-
ters a honeypot epoch as soon as it is scheduled to be inactive.
During a honeypot epoch, S expects to receive no legitimate

traffic, therefore, any packet destined for S is most likely an
attack packet. A honeypot epoch ends once S becomes active
again. As described earlier, these honeypot epochs are selected
in coordination among servers and legitimate clients so as not
to cause service interruption.

In other words, honeypot epochs are time windows, in which
a server receives a stream of pure attack packets, which we
term honeypot traffic. In honeypot back-propagation, we trace
the honeypot traffic back to its origin(s) and install filters as
close as possible to the attack sources. The back-propagation
process is achieved hierarchically, first between ASs to reach
ASs hosting attack machines and then among routers within
these ASs to reach the attack machines and block their network
access.

5.1. Inter-AS propagation

The basic idea of inter-AS honeypot back-propagation is that,
during the honeypot epochs of a server S, back-propagating
honeypot sessions are created in ASs upstream from S towards
attack sources. A honeypot session is a data structure with a set
of associated actions. The data structure is a record of the IP
address of S and the set of upstream ASs from which honeypot
traffic was received. The actions of a honeypot session are
triggered by the reception of network packets as detailed below.
While a honeypot session is active at an AS, packets entering
the AS destined for S trigger further propagation of honeypot
sessions into the neighboring upstream ASs from which the
packets are received. The back-propagation process stops if no
more attack packets are received or when non-transit ASs are
reached. A non-transit AS does not allow transit traffic from
other ASs to pass through. Honeypot sessions trigger intra-AS
back-propagation at their hosting ASs to reach and stop attack
hosts as will be described in the next subsection. Except for
the honeypot sessions at non-transit ASs, all other honeypot
sessions are torn down at the end of honeypot epochs.

To implement honeypot back-propagation, two main mech-
anisms are required. The first is needed to identify the ingress
points of honeypot traffic so that honeypot sessions get propa-
gated to the corresponding upstream ASs. The second is needed
for propagating and tearing down the honeypot sessions.

The first mechanism uses a honeypot session manager
(HSM), which is a host in the AS network that maintains hon-
eypot sessions and identifies the AS edge routers from which
honeypot traffic enters the AS. Upon receiving a honeypot
session, ingress honeypot traffic is diverted into the HSM by
sending iBGP route announcement declaring the HSM as the
next-hop for ingress traffic destined to S [1]. Upon receiving
this route announcement, edge routers forward honeypot traffic
into the HSM. However, it is still needed to identify the hon-
eypot traffic ingress points. To achieve this goal, two methods
can be used: tunneling and packet marking.

In the tunneling approach, generic routing encapsulation
tunnels [12] are setup between each edge router and the HSM;
the HSM identifies the ingress points by inspecting from which
tunnels the diverted traffic is received. In packet marking, each
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Fig. 2. The operation of inter-AS honeypot back-propagation at the start of, during, and at the end of each honeypot epoch. Honeypot sessions are maintained
and propagated by honeypot session managers (HSM) inside ASs. (a) While acting as a honeypot and upon reception of attack packets, a server S sends
honeypot request messages to the HSM(s) in its home AS(s). When a HSM receives a honeypot request message, it creates a honeypot session. (b) During
honeypot epochs, HSMs propagate honeypot sessions upstream towards attack sources. (c) At the end of honeypot epochs, S sends honeypot cancel messages
to tear down honeypot sessions except at stub ASs hosting attackers.

edge router is assigned a unique identifier such that if there are
n such routers, lg n bits are needed. Edge routers stamp their
IDs into the diverted honeypot traffic. Because only the hon-
eypot traffic, which will be discarded anyway, is marked, the
ID field in the IP header can be safely used. This packet mark-
ing scheme is similar to the destination-end provider marking
scheme in [39]. We note that in the packet marking we propose,
a compromised edge router cannot cause false positives by
driving the back-propagation process into ASs not on the
attack path. Back-propagation will stop at these ASs, as no
packets will match the attack signature (the address of the
honeypot). Once an ingress point is determined by the HSM, a
honeypot session is propagated to HSM of the corresponding
neighbor AS.

To achieve honeypot session propagation and tear-down, we
define two messages: honeypot request and honeypot cancel
messages. Fig. 2 illustrates the propagation and tear-down of
honeypot sessions along a tree of ASs routed at the server’s AS.
As depicted in Fig. 2(a), whenever the server S starts a honeypot
epoch, it sends a honeypot request message to the HSM(s) of
its AS(s). Upon reception of a honeypot request message, the
HSM creates a honeypot session, during which the honeypot
traffic ingress points are identified as described earlier. When
an ingress point x is identified, a honeypot request message is
sent to the HSM responsible for the upstream AS connected
to x. Fig. 2(b) illustrates a snapshot of the scheme during a
honeypot epoch.

At the end of the honeypot epoch (Fig. 2(c)), S sends a hon-
eypot cancel message to the HSM(s) of its AS(s). When a HSM
receives a honeypot cancel message, it sends a cancel message
to all upstream HSMs to whom it has previously sent a honey-
pot request message (this information is stored in the honeypot
session) and cancels traffic diversion at edge routers, so that S
can receive traffic. The HSM of a non-transit AS retains the
honeypot session until intra-AS back-propagation is performed
to reach and stop attack hosts; otherwise the honeypot session
is removed.

5.2. Intra-AS propagation

Intra-AS back-propagation reaches and stops attack hosts
within each AS hosting a honeypot session. This step is neces-
sary when both legitimate clients and attackers are hosted on
the same AS, and it provides incentives for ISPs by identify-
ing attack hosts within their networks; the attack traffic sent
by these hosts may backfire at the ISP by causing performance
degradation inside the ISP network or by being directed at the
ISP’s own customers.

In intra-AS honeypot back-propagation, honeypot sessions at
the HSMs are used to further pin down attack hosts. The basic
tenet of the intra-AS back-propagation is the use of hop-by-hop
traceback within the AS to locate access routers, that is, first-
hop routers, of attack hosts. The access routers then identify the
MAC addresses of attack hosts and inform the network switches
to close the ports connected to the identified MAC addresses.
This process effectively blocks compromised machines from
accessing the network. We note that a similar process is already
implemented in current network switches [9].

We now describe the intra-AS hop-by-hop traceback pro-
cess. Recall that honeypot traffic is diverted from edge routers,
both ingress and egress, into the HSM during honeypot epochs.
Ingress routers are upstream towards attack sources and egress
routers are downstream towards the servers. The HSM sends
local honeypot request messages to the egress routers from
which it received diverted traffic. Upon reception of a hon-
eypot request message, the router creates a honeypot session,
during which the honeypot traffic input ports are identified us-
ing router-level input debugging [45]. When an input port x is
identified, a local honeypot request message is sent to the up-
stream router connected to x provided that local honeypot mes-
sages do not cross AS boundaries. At the end of the honeypot
epoch, the HSM sends honeypot cancel messages to the egress
routers. When a router receives a honeypot cancel message, it
sends a cancel message to all upstream routers to whom it has
previously relayed a honeypot request message. Recall that if
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an access router is reached by the back-propagation process,
it is because it is connected to an attack host. All honeypot
sessions are removed except for the MAC-address-based filters
installed at switch ports of attack hosts (as described above).

5.3. Design issues

Here, we discuss some design issues involved in the honeypot
back-propagation scheme.

Message security: To prevent forging of honeypot request
and cancel messages, which in itself can lead to DoS attacks,
inter-AS honeypot request and cancel messages are encrypted
and authenticated using shared keys between ASs, in a sim-
ilar way to securing BGP sessions. Moreover, in intra-AS
back-propagation, messages are sent hop-by-hop and, thus,
are authenticated using the TTL field in the same way as
in ACC/Pushback [27] (routers accept only messages from
sources one-hop away, that is, with a TTL value of 255).

False positives: Packet marking traceback schemes can incur
a high rate of false positives with compromised routers [43].
Honeypot back-propagation avoids these false positives. How-
ever, other sources of false positives may exist, and here we
show how they can be avoided as well. Longitudinal studies
of honeypots (e.g., [49]) show that honeypots receive a large
amount of benign traffic, such as non-malicious probing. Ac-
tivating honeypot back-propagation in response to these false
positives causes high unnecessary overhead of installing and
tearing down honeypot sessions. Server-to-server control traffic
is another source of false positives. To tolerate false positives,
honeypot request messages are sent only when the rate of re-
ceived traffic exceeds a threshold or an attack is detected using
other methods (e.g., [42]). Selection of an appropriate thresh-
old depends on the type of the protected service and is a subject
of future work.

Incremental deployment: In order for honeypot back-
propagation to reach attack hosts and stop the attack, all ASs
along the attack path as well as all routers inside attack-hosting
ASs must support the scheme. However, partial deployment
is possible with some benefits. Partial deployment may create
gaps between ASs (or routers for intra-AS back-propagation)
implementing the scheme, which would prevent further propa-
gation of honeypot sessions. To bypass these deployment gaps,
we use routing options to piggyback request and cancel mes-
sages over routing protocol messages. This is similar to the
way mobile honeypots are propagated using BGP options [23].
When a HSM (router) fails to propagate honeypot sessions
to upstream ASs (routers) from which honeypot traffic is re-
ceived, the HSM (router) broadcasts the honeypot requests over
routing announcements to all upstream ASs (routers). These
announcements are propagated until they reach a deploying
AS (router) from which point normal propagation is resumed.

Protection of the honeypot session manager (HSM): The
HSM within an AS is a critical resource in the honeypot back-
propagation defense. Therefore, it should be protected from
targeted attacks. This protection can be achieved by replication
and load balancing. Moreover, external attack traffic targeted

at the HSM can be prevented by assigning a private IP address
(e.g., 10.0.0.1) to the HSM. This way the HSM is not accessi-
ble from outside the AS. For HSMs to be able to communicate,
BGP can be used, whereby control messages are carried over
BGP messages between ASs and then distributed to the local
HSM address within each AS.

Overhead of the scheme: Honeypot back-propagation
achieves substantial performance gains under attack (see the
next sections for an evaluation of this performance gain) at the
cost of a small overhead. Three components contribute to this
overhead. First, under no attacks the underlying roaming hon-
eypots scheme causes performance degradation ranging from
14% [19] to as high as 100% [21] depending on legitimate
client load. As described in [21], this degradation is caused
by three factors: (1) the offered load, both legitimate and
illegitimate, is distributed over k < n, instead of n servers; (2)
when a server switches from active to idle, all its current le-
gitimate connections move to another server, re-establish TCP
connections and re-enter TCP slow-start, losing their current
TCP throughput; and (3) legitimate connections flock simul-
taneously into new servers distorting the otherwise smoother
request arrival distribution. However, by triggering the scheme
only when attacks are detected, this performance degrada-
tion can be avoided. The second component of overhead is
the computational and storage overhead inside routers. Other
mechanisms require the same overhead (e.g. [27]), and the
impact of this overhead is mitigated by activating the scheme
only when attacks are detected. The third component is the
network message overhead caused by the honeypot request
and cancel messages exchanged over the attack tree. Although,
the number of messages is linear in the number of attackers,
the number of attack messages suppressed by the scheme is
much higher.

6. Progressive honeypot back-propagation

In the honeypot back-propagation scheme described above,
if an attack host sends few attack packets, honeypot sessions
may not reach the attack host’s AS (and access router in the
intra-AS scheme) during a single honeypot epoch. This hap-
pens, for example, if the attack host launches an on–off attack
with a short on-burst. To solve this problem, we propose pro-
gressive honeypot back-propagation, in which the attack path
is discovered over more than one honeypot epoch as follows.

Let � be the average time required for the honeypot request
message to propagate one AS hop upstream and to setup a hon-
eypot session as described in Section 5. The server S maintains
a list of intermediate ASs to keep track of the last transit ASs
at which no further propagation was possible at the last hon-
eypot epoch. When a cancel message reaches a transit AS A,
such as A1 and A2 in Fig. 3(a), the AS checks if it has sent any
requests upstream. If it has not done so, that is, request prop-
agation stopped at A, the HSM of A sends its identity A and a
time stamp to S, which in turn calculates tA, A’s time distance
in seconds from S and stores this information in the list of in-
termediate ASs. At tA + � seconds before the next honeypot
epoch, a request message (Fig. 3(b)) is sent to each AS A in the
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(a) End of Honeypot Epoch i

AS

Honeypot session

AS connection

Attack traffic

Honeypot request message

Honeypot cancel message

A1 A2 A1 A2 A1 A2

(b) Honeypot Epoch i+1

Fig. 3. An example of the operation of progressive inter-AS honeypot back-propagation in two consecutive honeypot epochs. (a) During epoch i, back-propagation
stops at two transit ASs, A1 and A2, and honeypot sessions are canceled at epoch end. (b) In the next honeypot epoch, however, the server sends honeypot
request messages directly to A1 and A2, and back-propagation resumes from there.

intermediate-AS list, allowing the back-propagation process to
resume.

In order to maintain the intermediate-AS list and prevent
explosion of its size, we apply the following two rules. First,
we remove from the list any AS A added at honeypot epoch i
if A did not send a message to S at the next honeypot epoch,
i + 1; as A does not send a message at honeypot epoch i + 1, it
either has propagated a honeypot request upstream or the report
message was lost. In the former, A should be removed, and in
the latter, which is a rare situation, propagation is restarted. The
second rule is that S removes an intermediate-AS entry A if it
receives reports from A in � consecutive honeypot epochs.

To implement these two rules, S keeps a flag as well as a
counter for each intermediate-AS entry A in the list. The flag
is used to detect if A did not send a message in the current
honeypot epoch, in which case A should be removed according
to the first rule. S increments the counter every time A reports
its identity, and when the counter reaches the threshold �, A is
removed from the list.

7. Analysis

In this section we study the expected time it takes to cap-
ture, that is, to reach and stop, the DDoS attack hosts using
the honeypot back-propagation schemes. We also discuss some
parameter selection guidelines.

7.1. Overview

We consider na DDoS attack hosts, with attack host i (0� i <

na) hi hops away from the victim server S. Let CTi be the
capture-time of attack host i, that is the time needed to reach
and stop host i. In general, the expected time to stop na attack
hosts is

CT = max
0� i<na

CTi.

We assume the time is divided into epochs with constant
length, m seconds. S is designated to act as a honeypot dur-

ing each epoch with a honeypot probability, p. In the roaming
honeypots scheme [21], p = N−k

N
, where N is the total num-

ber of servers and k is the number of concurrent active servers.
We assume full deployment, that is, all ASs (and routers within
each AS hosting attackers) in the attack tree support the hon-
eypot back-propagation scheme, and, we consider progressive
honeypot back-propagation unless stated otherwise.

We use probabilistic analysis to derive conservative ex-
pressions of the average capture-time, E[CTi], of an attack
host in the case of continuous and on–off attacks. We de-
fine Bernoulli trials so that a success occurs with probabil-
ity p and results in overlapping of a honeypot epoch with
the attack stream. During this time overlap, honeypot ses-
sions are propagated a number of hops (ASs in inter-AS
back-propagation and routers in intra-AS back-propagation)
toward the attack host. The number of hops progressed per
success is related to the amount of the attack-honeypot time
overlap by the following equation: #_hops_per_success =
attack−honeypot_overlap_t ime_per_success

time_to_propagate_one_hop
. In order to guarantee

progress, the attack-honeypot overlap time has to be long
enough to propagate at least one hop for the progressive
scheme and hi hops for the basic scheme toward the at-
tacker. Moreover, for progressive honeypot back-propagation,
the threshold, �, for maintaining ASs in the intermediate-
AS list must be large enough (see Section 6). Reaching
the attack host needs a certain number of successes nhpi

=
hi

#_hops_per_success
, and average_#_trials_needed = nhpi

p
.

The average capture time is the average number of trials
needed multiplied by the time between trials, E[CTi] =
(average_#_trials_needed)(time_between_trials). Hence,
for basic honeypot back-propagation, given that attack −
honeypot_overlap_t ime_per_success�(time_to_
propagate_one_hop) · hi ,

E
[
CT basic

i

]
=
(

1

p

)
(time_between_trials). (1)

For progressive honeypot back-propagation, provided that
attack − honeypot_overlap_t ime_per_success� t ime_to_
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propagate_one_hop,

E
[
CT

progressive
i

]
=
(

hi

p · #_hops_per_success

)
×(time_between_trials). (2)

In the next subsections, we detail the analysis for continuous
and on–off attacks.

7.2. Continuous attack

In the continuous attack, each attack host, i, continuously
injects packets at a constant rate, ri packets/s. We define each
time epoch as a Bernoulli trial with a probability p of success,
that is, being a honeypot epoch. The attack-honeypot overlap-
ping time is a full epoch, that is, m seconds and so is the time
between trials. Also, the time needed to propagate one hop is
1
ri

+� seconds. This is because it takes about 1
ri

seconds 2 for a
honeypot session to receive an attack packet from attack host i,
and it takes on average � seconds to propagate a honeypot ses-
sion one hop upstream. Thus, the average number of upstream

hops propagated per success (honeypot epoch) is �
⌊

m
1
ri

+�

⌋
.

Substituting in Eqs. (1) and (2) yields:

E
[
CT basic

i,continuous

]
� m

p
, if m�hi

(
1

ri
+ �

)
, (3)

E
[
CT

progressive
i,continuous

]
� m

p

hi⌊
m

1
ri

+�

⌋ , if m� 1

ri
+ �. (4)

7.3. On–off attack

Attack hosts launching on–off attacks alternate between
sending packets at a rate of ri packets/s during on-bursts for
ton seconds and stopping for toff seconds. We consider three
cases depending on the relation of m with ton and toff . These
cases are illustrated in Fig. 4.

2 To be more accurate, it takes at most 1
ri

+ Ji , where Ji is the jitter of
the path from host i into S

Case 1 (m� ton
2 ): In this case, the Bernoulli trial is each

attack on-burst, which overlaps at least ton−m
m

time epochs. On
average p ton−m

m
of these are honeypot epochs. Thus, the average

attack/honeypot time overlap per on-burst is p(ton−m) seconds

and the average number of hops per on-burst is

⌊
p(ton−m)

1
r′
i

+�

⌋
.

Eqs. (1) and (2) yield:

E
[
CT basic

i,on–off1

]
�(ton + toff), if m�hi

(
1

ri
+ �

)
, (5)

E
[
CT

progressive
i,on–off1

]
�(ton + toff)

hi⌊
p(ton−m)

1
ri

+�

⌋ , if m� 1

ri
+ �. (6)

Case 2 ( ton
2 < m�(ton + toff )): In this case, each attack on-

burst overlaps with exactly one epoch e for ton/2 seconds or
more. The Bernoulli trial is each attack on-burst, with success
probability p that epoch e is a honeypot epoch and time between
consecutive trials equal to ton + toff . Substitutions in Eqs. (1)
and (2) yield:

E
[
CT basic

i,on–off2

]
� (ton + toff)

p
, if

ton

2
�hi

(
1

ri
+ �

)
,

E
[
CT

progressive
i,on–off2

]
� (ton + toff)

p

hi⌊
ton
2

1
ri

+�

⌋ , if
ton

2
� 1

ri
+�. (7)

A special case of Case 2 (very small ton): The best attack
strategy, in terms of increased attacker capture-time, fits in Case
2 and decreases ton so that

ton

2
< 2

(
1

ri
+ �

)
or

⌊
ton
2

1
ri

+ �

⌋
= 1 (8)

and increases toff as much as possible. In this case, Eq. (7)
reduces to

E
[
CT

progressive
i,on–off2∗

]
= hi

(ton + toff)

p
. (9)

Case 3 (m > (ton + toff)): In this case, we let Tm = ton ·⌊
m

ton+toff

⌋
, so that each epoch overlaps with attack on-bursts for

Tm or more seconds. We define each epoch as a Bernoulli trial
with success probability p of being a honeypot epoch. Eqs. (1)
and (2) yield:

E
[
CT basic

i,on–off3

]
� m

p
, if Tm �hi

(
1

ri
+ �

)
, (10)

E
[
CT

progressive
i,on–off3

]
� m

p

hi⌊
ton� m

ton+toff
�

1
ri

+�

⌋ , if Tm � 1

ri
+ �. (11)

Follower attack: In the above analysis, we assumed that the
attack traffic is independent of the selection of honeypot epochs.
An interesting attack type that depends on the honeypot epochs
is the follower attack, in which the attack host stops sending
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traffic after the start of a honeypot epoch with a delay dfollow >

0 [21]. The average time to capture a follower attacker is

E
[
CT

progressive
i,follower

]
� m

p

hi

max

(
1,

⌊
dfollow

1
r′
i

+�

⌋) , if dfollow � 1

r ′
i

+ �.

7.4. Comparison

We compare the performance of progressive honeypot back-
propagation against continuous (Eq. (4)) and on–off (Eqs. (6),
(7), (9) and (11)) attacks in Fig. 5. We plot the equations derived
above against ton with two values of toff , namely 5 and 10 s. We
use the parameters suggested in [21], m = 10s, N = 5, k = 3.
The attack rate r = 10 packets/s, and the attack host is 10
hops away, that is, h = 10. Eq. (6) holds for ton �20 and
Eq. (7) holds for 5� ton < 20. For toff = 5, Eq. (11) holds for
ton < 5. For toff = 10, Eq. (9) holds for 2.2� ton < 4.4. The
plot validates our argument that the best attack strategy falls
within Eq. (9). Having illustrated the relation between con-
tinuous and on–off attacks for progressive honeypot back-
propagation, we henceforth consider only continuous attacks
and basic honeypot back-propagation.

8. Simulation results

The main advantage of honeypot back-propagation stems
from obtaining accurate and prompt attack signatures from the
roaming honeypots. To analyze the effect of honeypot usage,
we augment the Pushback scheme [27] with honeypot back-
propagation and compare the performance of plain and aug-
mented Pushback under different attack scenarios. We note
that the Pushback framework is flexible enough to allow for
the plugging of better attack detection, which our honeypot
back-propagation scheme provides. Due to space limitation, we
report some of our results; more detailed results can be found
in [20].
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Fig. 6. Validation of Eq. (3).

8.1. ns-2 model

We modified the Pushback ns-2 module to implement intra-
AS honeypot back-propagation. First, because we do not de-
pend on the ACC, we disabled this feature. We defined a new
message type for honeypot requests, and a new session type for
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honeypot sessions, and we modified the Pushback response to
cancel messages in access routers to comply with our scheme.
The roaming honeypots module [29] is also extended to send
honeypot request and cancel messages, to support roaming with
legitimate UDP traffic, and to start and end each honeypot
epoch a little bit later and earlier, respectively, to accommodate
in-transit legitimate traffic and clock synchronization.

8.2. Model validation

The first set of experiments validate the analysis presented in
Section 7 for continuous attacks. To focus on the attack path, we
use a string topology with one server at one end and an attacker
at the other end. We vary the epoch length, m, the honeypot
probability, p, and the hop distance between the attacker and the
server, h. We measure the average time needed to capture the
attacker over 100 simulation runs using basic honeypot back-
propagation and plot this average against Eq. (3). The results,
shown in Fig. 6 and in [20], support that Eq. (3) serves as an
upper-bound of the average capture-time.

8.3. Simulation topology and parameters

Our simulation topology is a tree with hop-count and router-
degree distributions shown in Fig. 7. This tree represents the

network paths from legitimate clients and attack hosts to the
servers. Although a tree collected using Internet measurements
is more realistic, we use distributions roughly matching those
of measured trees (e.g., [10,14]).

We model five servers behind a bottleneck link of 1 Mb/s
capacity. The bottleneck represents the root of the tree topol-
ogy. Links incident on leaf nodes have a 1 Mb/s capacity and
1 ms propagation delay, whereas links incident on servers are
10 Mb/s in capacity and 1 ms in propagation delay. All other
links have a capacity of 10 Mb/s and a propagation delay of
10 ms. Although these capacities and propagation delays are not
real, their relative values roughly represent relations between
access and core links and were used to expedite the simula-
tions.

Results with a network of 100 leaf nodes are reported in this
paper, from which we select legitimate clients and attack hosts.
Both legitimate clients and attackers send CBR traffic destined
for the servers. In the results shown, we vary the number of
legitimate nodes while keeping the total legitimate rate at about
90% of the bottleneck capacity (similar results were obtained
with lower legitimate loads).

At the start of each periodic epoch, each legitimate client
selects one of the three active servers uniformly at random
and directs its traffic into it. In the case of Pushback and no-
defense experiments, legitimate traffic is uniformly distributed
over all five servers. Each attack host picks a server among
the five servers uniformly at random and keeps on attacking it.
Each simulation run lasts for 1000 s. Legitimate traffic starts
at time 0, while attack traffic is from 50 to 950 s. We measure
the throughput of legitimate traffic as a percentage of the to-
tal bottleneck link capacity. Fig. 8 shows an example of how
the legitimate throughput changes with time during one simu-
lation run. At 50 s, legitimate throughput suffers from a drop
for all schemes. However, for honeypot back-propagation, the
legitimate throughput quickly recovers after attack hosts are
captured.

8.4. Effect of attack parameters

We study the effect of the location of attack nodes in terms of
hop distance from victim servers, the number of attackers, and
the attack rate per attack host for. Because we are interested in
the system behavior under attack, in the next figures we average
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Fig. 9. Simulation parameters.
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the client throughput during the attack time (i.e., from 50 to
950 s) of each simulation run. Fig. 9 summarizes the studied
parameters and the values we experiment with.

8.4.1. Location of attackers
We consider three scenarios of attacker locations: (a) close

attackers, where the attackers are assigned to the closest leaves
to the victim servers in the topology tree, (b) far attackers, in
which attackers are assigned to the furthest leaves from the
servers, and (c) evenly distributed attackers, in which the lo-
cation of attack nodes are selected uniformly at random over
all leaf nodes. In all scenarios, legitimate clients occupy the
remaining leaf nodes.

As depicted in Fig. 10, as the locations of the attackers get
closer to the servers, ACC/Pushback punishes legitimate traf-
fic more. The reason for this behavior is that ACC/Pushback
adopts a hop-by-hop max–min fairness allocation of the rate
limit among upstream routers without taking into consideration
the number of end hosts behind each upstream router. So, for
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Fig. 11. Effect of number of attackers.

example, the fair share of an end-host connected to a router
with another two upstream routers is one-third of the rate limit
irrespective of the fact that the two routers may have many up-
stream end-hosts connected through them. The result of this
behavior is that as attackers get closer to the victim, their fair
share increases, reducing the residual rate for legitimate clients.
For close attackers, ACC/Pushback is even worse than no de-
fense at all because it actually protects attack traffic.

8.4.2. Number of attackers
Fig. 11 shows that, for ACC/Pushback and for evenly dis-

tributed attackers, as the number of attackers increases, the
number of attackers close to the victim increases, leading to
an increase of the (protected) attack rate, and thus, the neg-
ative impact on legitimate throughput consequently increases.
However, for far attackers, that is, close legitimate clients (not
shown), client throughput is independent of the number of at-
tackers, because in this case ACC/Pushback protects the legit-
imate traffic of the clients.
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As long as attacks last for enough time for honeypot
back-propagation to reach their sources, which is the case in
Fig. 11, honeypot back-propagation is independent of the
number of attackers. However, for higher number of attackers,
some attack hosts may not be reached by honeypot back-
propagation with our parameter values. For example, with
500 attackers, if each attacker sends at a rate of 5 kb/s, the
1 Mb/s bottleneck link will be clogged. With a packet size
of 1000 bytes basic scheme, epoch length has to be at least

� 1000∗8 bits
5 kb/s · hi ≈ 1.6 · hi seconds to reach an attacker hi

hops away from the server, without accounting of the delay
of honeypot session propagation. For instance, to reach an
attacker 10 hops away, the epoch length has to be at least 16 s.

8.4.3. Rate per attacker
As shown in Fig. 12, for ACC/Pushback and close attackers,

as the attack rate per attacker increases, the attack can grab
more of the ACC/Pushback-enforced rate limit, resulting in
reduction of legitimate throughput. For far attackers, however,
legitimate throughput is independent of the individual rate per
far attacker, because of ACC/Pushback protection of legitimate
traffic of the close clients [20].

9. Conclusion

In this paper we presented honeypot back-propagation, a
hierarchical traceback defense against DDoS attacks with
spoofed source addresses. Each server acts as a honeypot
for specific time intervals, honeypot epochs, whose dura-
tions are unpredictable to attackers. During these epochs,
the server receives pure attack streams, which trigger back-
propagation of honeypot sessions towards attackers. Honeypot
back-propagation supports incremental deployment and incurs
a small overhead, since it is activated only during attacks.

We analytically derived expressions for the expected time
to stop a DDoS attack. Through ns-2 simulations, we vali-
dated our models, showed the feasibility of the honeypot back-
propagation scheme, and confirmed its added benefit to the
ACC/Pushback defense.
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